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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the initial-value problem for Volterra functional differential
systems of neutral type
w xy9 t s f t , y ? , y9 ? , t g I s a, b , .  .  . . a 1.1 . w xy t s g t , t g a , a , .  .
n Ä n nw x w x w xa F a - b, where f : I = C I , R = C I , R ª R and g : a , a ªa g a g 9 a
Rn is a given initial function which is continuous with its first derivative.
w x w n xHere, I s a , b and C I , R stands for the class of continuous func-a g a
n w xtions defined on I with values in R which are equal to g for t g a , a .a
Ä nw xSimilarly, C I , R stands for the class of piecewise continuous functionsg 9 a
n w xdefined on I with values in R which are equal to g 9 for t g a , a . Wea
will assume that f has the following properties
 . w n x w n xa For given y g C I , R and z g C I , R the mapping t ªg a g 9 a
  .  ..f t, y ? , z ? is continuous on I .a
Ä Ä .b There exist constants L G 0 and 0 F K - 1 such that
Ä Ä 5 5f t , y ? , z ? y f t , y ? , z ? F L y y y q K z y z .  .  .  . .  . Ä tt
n nw x w xfor any t g I , y, y g C I , R , and z, z g C I , R .a g a g 9 a
5 5 5  .5 w x4 5 5In the above condition y stands for sup y s : s g a , t , where ?t
is some norm on Rn.
These assumptions guarantee the existence of a unique solution y of
 .1.1 . This is a direct consequence of the Banach contraction mapping
 w x.principle compare also 16 .
 .In this paper we study the numerical solution of 1.1 by waveform
 .relaxation WR techniques. Such techniques were first proposed by
w x w xLelarasmee 18 and Lelarasmee et al. 19 for time domain analysis of
large differential systems modelling electrical networks. They were further
studied for ordinary differential equations by Nevanlinna and his co-
w x w x w x w xworkers 24]28 , Skeel 32 , Lie and Skalin 20 , Bellen and Zennaro 2 ,Ê
w xand Bellen, Jackiewicz, and Zennaro 5 . We also refer to a survey paper
w xwith emphasis on simulation of large electrical circuits by White et al. 35
w xand to the book by White and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli 34 . A related
w xtechnique of time-point relaxation was studied by Lie and Skalin 20 ,Ê
w x w x w xBellen, Jackiewicz, and Zennaro 3, 4 , and Jackiewicz 12 . Bjùrhus 6
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used this technique for delay differential equations
y9 t s f t , y t , y u t , t G 0, .  .  . . . y 0 s y , . 0
 .  .   ..0 F u t F t, to uncouple the dependence between y t and y u t . He
studied the convergence properties of an iteration scheme in which the
delay term is read from the previous iteration.
Given a splitting function
n n n n nF : I = C I , R = C I , R = C I , R = C I , R ª Ra g a g a g 9 a g 9 a
such that F is continuous for t g I ,a
F t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? s f t , y ? , z ? , .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
w n x w n xfor t g I , y g C I , R , z g C I , R , anda g a g 9 a
F t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? y F t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F L y y y q L y y y q K z y z q K z y zt t t t1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2
nw xL , L , K , K G 0, K q K - 1, for t g I , y , y , y , y g C I , R and1 2 1 2 1 2 a 1 1 2 2 g a
nw xz , z , z , z g C I , R . The general form of a continuous-time WR1 1 2 2 g 9 a
iteration is
z n . t s F t , y n . ? , y ny1. ? , z n . ? , z ny1. ? , 1.2 .  .  .  .  .  . .
n . .  . n . . 0. w n xt g I , n s 1, 2, . . . , with z t s drdt y t , where y g C I , Ra g a
0. Ä nw xand z g C I , R are given initial approximations to y and y9, respec-g 9 a
0. .  . 0. . 0. . 0. .  .tively, such that z t s drdt y t . Usually, z t s 0, y t s g a ,
0. .  . 0. .  .  . .for t g I , or z t s g 9 a , y t s g a q g 9 a t y a , for t g I .a a
Examples of such iterations are WR Gauss]Jacobi iterations which
correspond to the splitting function F defined by
F t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? .  .  .  . .i
s f t , y ? , . . . , y ? , y ? , y ? , . . . , y ? , .  .  .  .  .i 1 iy1 i iq1 n
z ? , . . . , z ? , z ? , z ? , . . . , z ? , .  .  .  .  . .1 iy1 i iq1 n
i s 1, 2, . . . , n, or WR Gauss]Seidel iterations which correspond to the
splitting function F defined by
F t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? s f t , y ? , . . . , y ? , y ? , . . . , y ? , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . i i 1 i iq1 n
z ? , . . . , z ? , z ? , . . . , z ? , .  .  .  . .1 i iq1
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i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Consider also the iterations
z n . t s F t , y n . ? , y ny1. ? , z n . ? , z ny1. ? , 1.3 .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .h h
n . .  . n . . 0. w n xt g I , n s 1, 2, . . . , with z t s drdt y t , where y g C I , RÄ Ä Äa h g a
0. 0. 0. w n xis a given approximation to y s y , and z g C I , R is a givenÄ Äh g 9 a
approximation to z 0. s z 0.. We denote by y n . a continuous approxima-Ä Äh
tion to y n . and by z n . a piecewise continuous approximation to z n ..Ä Ä Äh
 .These approximations are obtained by application to the system 1.3 of
some numerical techniques for example, Runge]Kutta, linear multistep,
.or predictor-corrector methods implemented on constant or variable
stepsize meshes. We denote by h a discretization parameter which is
usually equal to the stepsize for constant stepsize implementation or a
minimum stepsize for variable stepsize implementation.
To study convergence properties of the iterations y n . and z n . weÄ Äh h
5 n . 5 5 n . 5split the global errors y y y and z y z , z s y9, into three com-Ä Ät th h
ponents of the form
n . n . n . n . n . n .y y y F y y y q y y y q y y y 1.4 .Ä Ä Ä Ät th ht t
and
n . n . n . n . n . n .tz y z F z y z q z y z q z y z . 1.5 .tÄ Ä Ä Äh ht t
5 n . 5 5 n . 5 n .The bounds for the errors y y y and z y z of the iterations yt t
n .  .and z defined by 1.2 are obtained in Section 2. In turns out that, in
general, y n . and z n . converge linearly to y and z, respectively, and that
  .  .  .  ..the convergence is superlinear if the function F t, y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? is
n . n . .  . 5 5independent of z ? i.e., K s 0 . The bounds for the errors y y yÄ t2
5 n . n . 5 n . n .and z y z between the iterations y and z and the perturbedÄ t
n . n .  .iterations y and z defined by 1.3 are studied in Section 3. TheseÄ Ä
bounds depend on the global errors y ny1. y y ny1. and z ny1. y z ny1. ofÄ Ä Ä Äh h
the numerical procedure used to compute approximations y ny1. andÄh
ny1. ny1. ny1. 5 n . n . 5z to y and z . The bounds for global errors y y y andÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä th h
n . n . n . n .5 5z y z between the perturbed iterations y and z and dis-Ä Ä Äth
n . n .cretized iterations y and z are studied in Section 4 for the generalÄh h
 .class of quasilinear multistep methods for 1.1 . These methods include as
special cases Runge]Kutta, linear multistep, and predictor-corrector
 . w xmethods for neutral equations 1.1 and were studied in 7]9 for
w xconstant stepsize implementation and in 10, 11, 13, 14, 21 for variable
steprvariable order implementation. In Section 5 we describe the algo-
rithm to compute the discretized WR iterations y n . and z n . and discussÄ Äh h
some implementation issues such as the choice of the window of integra-
tion and the choice of the tolerance used to compute y n . and z n .. ThisÄ Äh h
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tolerance will depend on the tolerance used to bound the local error of
quasilinear multistep method and on the iteration index n . Finally, in
Section 6 we present and discuss the results of numerical experiments on
w xthe selection of test problems listed in 14 and describe plans for future
research.
2. CONVERGENCE OF CONTINUOUS-TIME WR
ITERATIONS y n . AND z n .
 .Subtracting 1.2 from the equation
z t s F t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , t g Ia, .  .  .  .  . . w xy t s g t , z t s g 9 t , t g a , a , .  .  .  .
and using the Lipschitz condition for the function F we obtain
n . n . ny1.z y z F L y y y q L y y yt t t1 2
n . ny1.q K z y z q K z y z ,t t1 2
t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . . Sincea
t¡
g a q z s ds, t g I , .  .H a~y t s . a¢ w xg t , t g a , a , .
t¡ n .g a q z s ds, t g I , .  .H an . ~y t s . a¢ w xg t , t g a , a , .
it follows that
tn . n .y y y F z y z ds,sHt
a
and we get
t tn . n . ny1.¨ t F L ¨ s ds q L ¨ s ds .  .  .H H1 2
a a
q K ¨ n . t q K ¨ ny1. t , .  .1 2
n . . 5 n . 5t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . , where ¨ t [ z y z . Define the sequenceta
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n . .u t by the equation
t t¡ n . n . ny1.u t s L u s ds q L u s ds .  .  .H H1 2
a a~ 2.1 .n . ny1.qK u t q K u t , .  .1 2¢ 0. 0.u t s ¨ t , .  .
t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . . It follows from the theory of integral inequalities thata
¨ n . t F un . t , t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . . 2.2 .  .  .a
Let
L L K1 2 2
A s , B s , K s .
1 y K 1 y K 1 y K1 1 1
 .Then K - 1 and 2.1 can be written in the form
t tn . n . ny1. ny1.u t s A u s ds q B u s ds q Ku t . .  .  .  .H H
a a
Put
t n .m t s u s ds, .  .H
a
t ny1. ny1.h t s B u s ds q Ku t . .  .  .H
a
Then m satisfies the differential equation
m9 t s Am t q h t , t g I .  .  . a m a s 0, .
whose solution is
t A tys.m t s e h s ds. .  .H
a
n . .  .  .Since u t s Am t q h t it follows that
stn . A tys. ny1.u t s AB e u j dj ds .  .H H
a a
t tA tys. ny1. ny1. ny1.q AK e u s ds q B u s ds q Ku t , .  .  .H H
a a
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and changing the order of integration in the double integral appearing
above we obtain
tn . A tys. ny1. ny1.u t s M e u s ds q Ku t , 2.3 .  .  .  .H
a
 . yA  tya.t g Ia, n s 1, 2, . . . , where M s B q AK. Multiplying 2.3 by e and
putting
n . yA tya. n .u t s e u t .  .
we obtain
t¡ n . ny1. ny1.u t s M u s ds q Ku t , .  .  .H~ 2.4a  .¢ 0. yA tya. 0.u t s e u t , .  .
t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . . Define the linear operators P and Q bya
t
Pu t s M u s ds, Qu t s Ku t . .  .  .  .  .  .H
a
 .Then 2.4 can be rewritten in the form
n . ny1.u s P q Q u , .
n s 1, 2, . . . , whose solution is
nn . 0.u s P q Q u . .
Observe that PQ s QP. Hence,
n
n n i nyiP q Q s P Q . .   /i
is0
It is easy to verify that
iy1t y s .ti iP u t s M u s ds. .  .  .H i y 1 ! .a
 i . . i  .Obviously, we have also Q u t s K u t and it follows that
iy1n t y s .tnn . i nyi 0.u t s M K u s ds, 2.5 .  .  . H /i i y 1 ! .ais0
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0 0. 0. .  .i s 1, 2, . . . , P s I. Assume that u t F Z , t g I . Then u t s0 a
yA  tya. 0. .  .e u t F Z , t g I , and it follows from 2.5 that0 a
n . n .u t F Z s t , 2.6 .  .  .0
n . .t g I , n s 0, 1, . . . , where s t is defined bya
in M t y a . .nn . nyis t s K . 2.7 .  .  /i i!is0
 .  .Inequalities 2.6 and 2.2 yield
n . A tya. n .z y z F Z e s t . .t 0
We have also
tn . n .y y y F z y z dssHt
a
n . A tya. n .F b y a z y z F Y e s t , .  .t 0
 . 5 0. 5t g I , where Y s b y a Z is a bound on y y y . We summarize theta 0 0
above discussion in the following theorem.
5 0. 5 n . n .THEOREM 1. Assume that z y z F Z , t g I , and let y and zt 0 a
 .be defined by 1.2 . Then
n . A tya. n .y y y F e s t Y , .t 0
and
n . A tya. n .z y z F e s t Z , .t 0
 . n . .  .t g I , n s 0, 1, . . . , where Y s b y a Z , and s t is defined by 2.7 .a 0 0
 .Consider now the special case of 1.1 where the function f is independ-
 .ent of the history of the derivative of the solution y9 ? . Then K s 0 and
5 n . 5 5 n . 5the bounds for y y y and z y z take the formt t
n
L t y a . .2n .y y y F exp L t y a Y , . .t 1 0n !
n
L t y a . .2n .z y z F exp L t y a Z , .t  .1 0n !
t g I , n s 0, 1, . . . . These bounds have the same form as the boundsa
obtained in the case of ordinary differential equations compare, for
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w x. n . n .example, 2 and they show that the convergence of y and z to y and
 .y9 is superlinear. In the neutral case, however, where f depends on y9 ?
 .i.e., 0 - K - 1 the convergence is only linear and the rate of conver-
gence is K. We have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Assume that 0 - K - 1. Then
s nq1. t .
lim s K ,n .s tnª`  .
for t g I and M G 0.a
Proof. The proof presented below was suggested to us by Colm
O'Cinneide from Purdue University.
Define
n P n , i .
n .s t s , . m i!ism
n P n , i .
n .s t s , .Ä m i q 1 ! .ism
m s 0, 1, . . . , where
in nyiP n , i s M t y a K . .  . . /i
n . . n . .Observe that s t s s t . Routine calculations yield0
s nq1. t s n . t .  .Ä0s K q M t y a , .n . n .s t s t .  .0
and we will prove that
s n . t .Ä0
lim s 0.n .s tnª`  .0
 .  .  .It can be verified that P n , i r i q 1 ! and P n , i ri! are increasing for
i - n and i - n , respectively, where
2’y3 y Q q Q q 6Q q 1 q 4Qn ’n s f Qn
2
and
2’y2 y Q q Q q 4Q q 4Qn ’n s f Qn
2
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 .  . ? @for large n , with Q s Q t s M t y a rK. Here S stands for the integer
part of S. This gives
my1 nP n , i m y 1 P n , i m y 1 .  .
n .F F s t , .Ä  0i q 1 ! n i q 1 ! n .  .is0 is0
my1 nP n , i m y 1 P n , i m y 1 .  .
n .F F s t , .  0i! n i! nis0 is0
and it follows that
my1 my1P n , i P n , i .  .
n . n .lim sup s t s lim sup s t .  .Ä 0 /  /i q 1 ! i! .nª` nª`is0 is0
s 0
for every fixed integer m, m G 0. These relations and
n . n . my1 n .s t s t 1 y  P n , i r i q 1 ! rs t .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä  .m 0 is0 0sn . n . my1 n .s t s t 1 y  P n , i ri! rs t .  .  .  . . .m 0 is0 0
imply that
s n . t s n . t .  .Ä Äm 0
lim sup s lim supn . n .s t s t .  .nª` nª`m 0
for every fixed integer m G 0. Observe next that
P n , i 1 P n , i .  .
F
i q 1 ! m i! .
for i G m. Summing both sides of these inequalities from m to n we get
1
n . n .s t F s t .  .Äm mm
and it follows that
s n . t s n . t 1 .  .Ä Ä0 m
lim sup s lim sup Fn . n . ms t s t .  .nª` nª`0 m
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for every fixed integer m G 0. Passing with m to infinity we obtain
s n . t .Ä0
lim s 0,n .s tnª`  .0
and the theorem follows.
3. CONVERGENCE OF PERTURBED WR ITERATIONS
y n . AND z n .Ä Ä
5 n . n . 5In this section we will establish the bounds for y y y andÄ t
5 n . n . 5 5 n . 5z y z which, when combined with the bounds for y y y andÄ t t
5 n . 5z y z obtained in Section 2, prove under certain conditions thet
convergence of y n . and z n . to y and y9, respectively, as n ª ` andÄ Ä
h ª 0.
Assume that the approximations y ny1. and z ny1. to y ny1. and z ny1.Ä Ä Ä Äh h
are already computed on the whole interval I and denote by e ny1. anda h
eny1. global errors of these approximations, i.e.,h
e ny1. t s y ny1. t y y ny1. t , eny1. t s z ny1. t y z ny1. t . .  .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Äh h h h h
 .  .Subtracting 1.3 from 1.2 and using the Lipschitz condition on the
function F we obtain
n . n . n . n . ny1. ny1.tz y z F L y y y q L y y yÄ Ä Ät t1 2
n . n . ny1. ny1.t tq K z y z q K z y zÄ Ä1 2
ny1. ny1.q L e q K e , 3.1 .2 h 2 ht t
n . . 5 n . n . 5t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . . Putting ¨ t s z y z and taking into ac-Ä Ä ta
count that
tn . n . n . n . sy y y F z y z dsÄ ÄHt
a
 .the inequality 3.1 can be rewritten in the form
t tn . n . ny1.¨ t F A ¨ s ds q B ¨ s ds .  .  .Ä Ä ÄH H
a a
q K¨ ny1. t q w ny1. t , .  .Ä h
where A, B, and K are defined as in Section 1 and
ny1. ny1. ny1.w t s B e q K e . .h h ht t
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n . .Define u t byÄ
t t¡ n . n . ny1.u t s A u s ds q B u s ds .  .  .Ä Ä ÄH H
a a~ 3.2 .ny1. ny1.qKu t q w t , .  .Ä h¢ 0. 0.u t s ¨ t , .  .Ä Ä
t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . . Thena
¨ n . t F un . t , t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . . .  .Ä Ä a
Proceeding similarly as in Section 1, it can be verified that the solution
n . .  .u t to 3.2 has the formÄ
tn . A tys. ny1.u t s M e u s ds .  .Ä ÄH
a
tny1. A tys. ny1.q Ku t q A e w s ds .  .Ä H h
a
q w ny1. t , .h
t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . , where M s B q AK. Multiplying the above equationa
by eyA tya. we obtain
t¡ n . ny1. ny1.u t s M u s ds q Ku t .  .  .Ã Ã ÃH
a~ 3.3 .ny1.qh t , .h¢ 0. yA tya. 0.u t s e u t , .  .Ã Ä
t g I , n s 1, 2, . . . , wherea
un . t s eyA tya.un . t , .  .Ã Ä
and
tny1. yA sya. ny1. yA tya. ny1.h t s A e w s ds q e w t . .  .  .Hh h h
a
 .Equation 3.3 can be written in the form
un . s P q Q uny1. q h ny1. , 3.4 .  .Ã Ã h
 .n s 1, 2, . . . , where P and Q are defined as before. The solution to 3.4 is
ny1
n nyiy1n . 0.  i.u s P q Q u q P q Q h , .  .Ã Ã  h
is0
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and taking into account the form of the operators P and Q after simple
calculations we obtain
iy1n t y s .tnn . i nyi 0.u t s M K u s ds .  .Ã Ã H /i i y 1 ! .ais0
jy1ny1 i t y s .ti j iyj nyiy1.q M K h s ds. .  H h /j j y 1 ! .ais0 js0
n . .To obtain useful bounds on u t we further assume thatÃ
0. Äu t F Z , .Ä 0
w ny1. t F Vny1. , .h h
Ä ny1.t g I , where Z and V are independent of t. Then it is easy to verifya 0 h
that
0. Äu t F Z , .Ã 0
h ny1. t F Vny1. , .h h
t g I , and it follows thata
ny1
n . n .  i. nyiy1.Äu t F Z s t q s t V , 3.5 .  .  .  .Ã 0 h
is0
n . .  .where s t is defined by 2.7 .
We will summarize the above discussion in the following theorem.
0. 0. Ä5 5THEOREM 3. Assume that z y z F Z , t g I . ThenÄ 0 a
ny1




n . n . n .  i. nyiy1. A tya.Ätz y z F Z s t q s t V e , .  .Ä 0 h /
is0
Ä Ä n . .  .  .n s 0, 1, . . . , t g I , where Y s b y a Z , and s t is defined by 2.7 .a 0 0
In what follows we will need the following lemmas.
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LEMMA 4. Assume that 0 F K - 1. Then
` 1j q s sK s , j s 0, 1, . . . . 3.6 . jq1 /j 1 y K .ss0
Proof. The lemma is obviously true for j s 0. Assume it is true for j.
 .Differentiating 3.6 with respect to K, we obtain
` j q 1j q s sy1s K s jq2 /j 1 y K .ss1
or
` s q 1 1j q 1 q s sK s . jq2 /jj q 1 1 y K .ss0
Since
s q 1 j q 1 q s j q 1 q s
s /  /j j q 1j q 1
 .the penultimate equation is equivalent to 3.6 with j replaced by j q 1.
LEMMA 5. The following estimate holds
jny1 ny11 1 M t y a .
 i.s t F , .   /1 y K j! 1 y Kis0 js0
n s 1, 2, . . . , t g I .a
Proof. Changing the order of summation and using Lemma 4, we
obtain
jny1 ny1 i M t y a . .i i. iyjs t s K .    /j j!is0 is0 js0
jny1 ny1 M t y a . .i iy js K   /j j!js0 isj
j ny1yjny1 M t y a . . j q s ss K   /jj!js0 ss0
jny1 `M t y a . . j q s sF K   /jj!js0 ss0
jny11 1 M t y a .
s .  /1 y K j! 1 y Kjs0
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`  i. .Remark. It follows from Lemma 5 that the series  s t is conver-is0
gent and it can be easily verified that
` 1 M t y a .
 i.s t s exp . .  /1 y K 1 y Kis0
 i. .In particular, s t ª 0 as i ª ` uniformly in t g I .a
To refine further the bounds given in Theorem 3 we will make addi-
tional assumptions on the sequence Vn ., n s 0, 1, . . . . We have theh
following theorems.
THEOREM 6. Assume that Vn . F V , n s 0, 1, . . . , where V is inde-h h h
0. 0. Ä5 5pendent of n and V ª 0 as h ª 0. Assume also that z y z F Z ,Ä th 0
t g I . Thena
iny1V b y a 1 M t y a .  .hn . n . n . A tya.Äy y y F Y s t q e , .Ä t 0  / /1 y K i! 1 y Kis0
and
iny1V 1 M t y a .hn . n . n . A tya.Ätz y z F Z s t q e , .Ä 0  / /1 y K i! 1 y Kis0
Ä Ä n . .  .  .n s 0, 1, . . . , t g I , where Y s b y a Z , and s t is defined by 2.7 .a 0 0
5 n . n . 5 5 n . n . 5In particular, y y y ª 0 and z y z ª 0 as n ª ` andÄ Ät t
h ª 0.
n . n . .THEOREM 7. Assume that V F Ds b , D some constant, n sh
0. 0. Ä5 50, 1, . . . , and that z y z F Z , t g I . ThenÄ t 0 a
ny1




n . n . n .  i. nyiy1. A tya.Ätz y z F Z s t q s t s b e , .  .  .Ä 0 /
is0
5 n . n . 5 5 n . n . 5n s 0, 1, . . . , t g I . In particular, y y y ª 0 and z y z ª 0Ä Ät ta
as n ª ` and h ª 0.
n . . `  i. .Proof. Since s t ) 0 and the series  s t is convergent itis0
follows from Cauchy's theorem on the product of convergent series that
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the series
` ny1
 i. nyiy1.s t s b .  . 
ns0 is0
is also convergent. Hence,
ny1
 i. nyiy1.s t s b ª 0 .  .
is0
as n ª `.
In practical implementations the sequence Vn . will usually satisfy ah
bound which is a combination of bounds examined in Theorems 6 and 7.
Assume, for example, that we choose the stepsize and the order of
numerical method used to compute y n . and z n . to keep the estimates ofÄ Äh h
local discretization errors below the tolerance TOLn . which depends on
the iteration index n . If this tolerance has the form
TOLn . s max TOL, s n . b , 3.7 .  . .
where TOL is the tolerance related to the accuracy requested by the user,
then it will be demonstrated in the next section that if the method is
convergent then Vn . satisfies the boundh
Vn . F D TOLn . , 3.8 .h
where D is a constant which depends only on the problem under
consideration.
n .  .If TOL is defined by 3.7 , then we can use a larger stepsize and save
n . .on the number of function evaluations when s b ) TOL, which
usually happens in the first few iterations. For sufficiently large n we will
have TOLn . s TOL and this forces us to use more stringent stepsizes in
the corresponding sweeps of waveform relaxation.
Let n be an iteration index such that1
s n . b , n - n , . 1n .TOL s  TOL, n G n ,1
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 .and assume 3.8 . Then it follows that
jnyn y11D b y a TOL 1 M t y a .  .
n . n . n .Äy y y F Y s t q .Ä t 0  / 1 y K j! 1 y Kjs0
n y11
 j. nyjy1. A tya.qD b y a s b s t e , .  .  . /js0
and
jnyn y11D TOL 1 M t y a .
n . n . n .tz y z F z s t q .Ä Ä 0  / 1 y K j! 1 y Kjs0
n y11
 j. nyjy1. A tya.qD s b s t e , .  . /js0
5 n . n . 5 5 n .n G n , t g I , and we can conclude that y y y ª 0 and z yÄ t1 a
n . 5z ª 0 as TOL ª 0.Ä t
Combining Theorem 1 with the results of this section we can also
conclude that y n . ª y and z n . ª y9 as n ª ` and h ª 0 if Vn . satisfiesÄ Ä h
n .  .the bounds given in Theorem 6 and 7, or as TOL ª 0 if V satisfies 3.8h
n .  .with TOL given by 3.7 .
4. CONVERGENCE OF NUMERICAL WR ITERATIONS
y n . AND z n .Ä Äh h
5 n . n . 5 5 n .In this section we will derive the bounds for y y y and z yÄ Ä Äth
n . 5 n . n . n . n .z where y and z are numerical approximations to y and z ,Ä Ä Ä Ä Äth h h
 .respectively, obtained by application to 1.3 of quasilinear multistep
w xmethods for functional differential equations of neutral type 10 . These
methods are defined by
ky1¡
n . n .y t q rh q a r y t .  .Ä Ä  .h iqky1 j h iqj
js0~
n . ny1. n . ny1.s hf t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h , .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä .i h h h h
n . n . ny1. n . ny1.¢z t q rh s c t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h , .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .h iqky1 i h h h h
4.1 .
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 x n . . n . .i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k, r g 0, 1 , and it is assumed that y t and z t areÄ Äh h
w xgiven for t g a , t . Here t s a q ih, i s 0, 1, . . . , N, Nh s b y a, theky1 i
 .  .  .functions a r , j s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1, are continuous, a 0 s y1, a 0 sj ky1 j
0, j s 0, 1, . . . , k y 2, and the increment functions f and c satisfy the
following conditions.
 .a
f t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , 0, 0 s 0 .  .  .  . .
and
f t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h y f t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
F M y y y q z y z .1 1 1 1 1tqk h tqk h
q M y y y q z y z .2 2 2 2 2tqk h tqk h
with M , M G 0 for1 2
n nw xt g a, b y kh , y , y , y , y g C I , R , z , z , z , z g C I , R .1 1 2 2 g a 1 1 2 2 g 9 a
 .b
c t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h yc t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
F L y y y q L y y y1 1 1 2 2 2tqk h tqk h
q K z y z q K z y z ,1 1 2 2 2 2tqk h tqk h
L , L G 0, 0 F K q K - 1,1 2 1 2
n nw xt g a, b y kh ; y , y , y , y gC I , R ; z , z , z , z g C I , R .1 1 2 2 g a 1 1 2 2 g 9 a
We can assume without loss of generality that the constants L , L , K ,1 2 1
and K are the same as those appearing in Lipschitz condition for the2
function F.
 .The class of quasilinear multistep methods 4.1 is quite general and
includes as special cases most discrete variable methods for neutral func-
tional differential equations. In particular, it includes Runge]Kutta, linear
 . w xmultistep, and predictor-corrector methods for 1.1 , see 10 .
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n . . n . .  .We define the local discretization errors h t , r and j t , r of 4.1h i h i
as residua obtained by replacing y n . and z n . by y n . and z n ., i.e.,Ä Ä Ä Äh h
ky1¡
n . n .y t q rh q a r y t .  .Ä Ä  .iqky1 j iqj
js0
n . ny1. n . ny1. n .~ s hf t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h q h t , r , .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä .i h h h i
n . n . ny1. n . ny1.z t q rh s c t , y ? , y ? , z ? , z ? , r , h .  .  .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .iqky1 i h h
n .¢ qj t , r , .h i
4.2 .
 x ny1. ny1.i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k, r g 0, 1 . We recall that y and z are approxi-Ä Äh h
mations to y ny1. and z ny1. which were computed in the previousÄ Ä
iteration sweep. We also define
n . n . xa s sup h t , r : i s k y 1, k , . . . , N y 1, r g 0, 1 , .  4h h i
n . h .b s sup h t , 1 : i s k y 1, k , . . . , N y 1 , . 4h h i
n . n . xg s sup j t , r : i s k y 1, k , . . . , N y 1, r g 0, 1 . .  4h h i
 .   . n .. n .The method 4.1 is consistent with 1.3 on the solution y if a sÄ h
 . n .  . n .  .  .o 1 , b s o h , and g s o 1 as h ª 0. The method 4.1 has order ph h
n .  p. n .  pq1. n .  p.if a s O h , b s O h , and g s O h as h ª 0. It hash h h
n .  pq1. n .  pq1. n .  pq1.strong order p if a s O h , b s O h , and g s O h ash h h
 .h ª 0. The method 4.1 is stable if no root of the polynomial
ky1
k jr u s u q a 1 u .  . j
js0
has modulus greater than one and every root with modulus one is simple.
Consider the nonhomogeneous recurrence equation
ky1
Z q a 1 Z s u , 4.3 .  .iqk j iqj i
js0
i s 0, 1, . . . . We will need the following lemma, the proof of which can be
w xfound in 23 .
 .LEMMA 8. Assume that the method 4.1 is stable. Then there exists a
 .constant C G 1 such that e¨ery solution of 4.3 satisfies the inequality
iy1
5 5max Z F C max Z q u ,iqs s s /0FsFky1 0FsFky1 ss0
i s 0, 1, . . . .
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We are now ready to examine the bounds on the global discretization
5 n . n . 5 5 n . n . 5  .errors y y y and z y z of the method 4.1 . Although theseÄ Ä Ä Ät th h
bounds can be obtained by standard techniques such as those described in
w x7, 9, 10 , we will briefly sketch their derivation for the sake of complete-
ness. To simplify the presentation we will assume constant stepsize
w ximplementation and we refer to 21 for the convergence discussion of
variable step variable order quasilinear multistep methods for neutral
 .equations 1.1 .
 .  .Subtracting 4.1 from 4.2 for r s 1 and using Lemma 8 and the
Lipschitz condition for the increment function f, we get
n . n .max e t F C max e t .  .h iqs h s0FsFky1 0FsFky1
iy1 iy1
n . n . n .qhM e q e q h t , 1 , 4.4 .  .  .t t1 h h h ssq k sqk /
ss0 ss0
 .  .  xi s 0, 1, . . . , N y k. Subtracting 4.1 from 4.2 for r g 0, 1 and using the
5 n . 5 5 n . 5fact that e and are nondecreasing with respect to t, we havet h th
also
n . n . n . n . n .e F A* e q hM e q e q a , 4.5 . .t t t th h 1 h h hiqk iqky1 iqk iqk
and
i
n . n . n . n .e F A*C e q hM e q e  .t t t th h 1 h hiqk ky1 sqk sqk
ss0
qa n . q t y a b n . h , 4.6 .  .  .h i h /
i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k, where
ky1
xA* s sup a r : r g 0, 1 . .  j 5
js0
Using the Lipschitz condition for the increment function c we have also
n . n . n . n . n .e F e q L e q K e q g ,t t t th h 1 h 1 h hsq k ky1 sqk sqk
s s 0, 1, . . . , N y k. Hence,
1 L 11n . n . n . n .e F e q e q g , 4.7 .t t th h h hsq k ky1 sqk1 y K 1 y K 1 y K1 1 1
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 .  .and subtracting 4.7 from 4.6 , it follows that
M t y a .1 in . n . n .e F A*C e q et t th h hiqk ky1 ky1 1 y K1
iM 1 q L y K .1 1 1 n . n .qh e q a th hsq k1 y K1 ss0
t y a b n . M t y a .  .i h 1 i n .q q g ,h /h 1 y K1
i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k. Let
M b y a M 1 q L y K .  .1 1 1 1
D s A*C max 1, , . 51 y K 1 y K1 1
Then
n . n . n .e F D e q et t th h hiqk ky1 ky1
i
n . n . n . n .qh e q a q b rh q g , th h h hsq k /
ss0
i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k. Let h be such that 1 y h D ) 0. Then for h - h we0 0 0
5 n . 5can eliminate e from the right hand side of the above inequalityth iqk
to get
n . n . n .e F D* e q et t th h htq k ky1 ky1
iy1
n . n . n . n .qh e q a q b rh q g , th h h hsq k /
ss0
 .i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k, h - h , where D* s Dr 1 y h D . Let Z be the0 0 iqk
sequence defined by the equation
iy1
n . n .Z s D* e q e q h Zt tiqk h h sqkky 1 ky1
ss0
qa n . q b n .rh q g n . , 4.8 .h h h /
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5 n . 5  .i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k. Then e F Z . The solution of 4.8 is giventh iqkiqk
iZ s 1 q hD* Z , .iqk k
 . i   ..i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k. Since 1 q hD* F exp D* b y a we obtain
n . n . n . n . n . n .e F D* e q e q a q b rh q g .t th h h h h hb ky 1 ky1
= exp D* b y a , . .
 .i s 0, 1, . . . , N y k. Using 4.7 we have also
n . n . n . n . n . n .e F E* e q e q a q b rh q g .t th h h h h hb ky 1 ky1
= exp D* b y a , . .
where
L D* q 11
E* s .
1 y K1
5 n . 5 5 n . 5Similarly, we can obtain estimates for e and e where t is anyt th h
w xpoint from the interval t , b . We summarize the above discussion in theky1
following theorem.
 .THEOREM 9. Assume that the method 4.1 is consistent and stable. Then
5 n . 5 5 n . 5the global errors e and e can be bounded byt th h
n . n . n . n . n . n .e F D* e q e q a q b rh q g .t th h h h h ht ky 1 ky1
= exp D* t y a , . .
and
n . n . n . n . n . n .e F E* e q e q a q b rh q g .t th h h h h ht ky 1 ky1
= exp D* t y a , . .
w xt g t , b , n s 1, 2, . . . , where the constants D* and E* are independent ofky1
5 n . 5 5 n . 5 n .n . In particular, if e ª 0 and e ª 0 as h ª 0, then y yÄt th h hky 1 ky1
y n . ª 0 and z n . y z n . ª 0 as h ª 0.Ä Ä Äh
5 n . 5As observed before the bounds for global errors y y y andÄ th
5 n . 5y9 y z can be obtained using the triangle inequality to yieldÄ th
n . n . n . n . n . n .y y y F y y y q y y y q y y yÄ Ä Ä Ät th ht t
and
n . n . n . n . n . n .ty9 y z F y9 y z q z y z q z y z ,Ä Ä Ä Äth ht t
where the bounds on the corresponding terms appearing on the right hand
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sides of these inequalities are obtained in Theorems 1, 6, or 7, and 8. We
can also conclude that y n . ª y and z n . ª y9 as n ª ` and h ª 0 if theÄ Äh h
sequence Vn . satisfies the conditions given in Theorem 6 or 7, or ash
n .  . n .  .TOL ª 0 if V satisfies 3.8 with TOL given by 3.7 .h
5. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS
 .In this section we describe the algorithm for the solution of 1.1 by the
waveform relaxation technique. We will describe this algorithm for systems
of delay differential equations of neutral type
yX t s f t , y t , y a t , y9 b t , t g I , .  .  .  . .  . .i i a 5.1 . w xy t s g t , t g a , a , .  .i i
 .a F a, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, where g t are given initial functions andi
Ty t s y t , . . . , y t , .  .  .1 n
T
y a t s y a t , . . . , y a t , .  .  . .  .  .1 1 n n
TX Xy9 b t s y b t , . . . , y b t , .  .  . .  .  .1 1 n n
 .  .with a F a t F t, a F b t F t, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, t g I . Observe that eachi i a
X  .component y of y and y of y9 can depend only one one delay a t ori i i
 .b t . This is not the most general formulation for systems of delayi
w x w xequations, but by the process of augmenting described in 29 or 30 , most
systems can be reduced to this form at the expense of increasing the
dimension n.
Consider the continuous-time Gauss]Jacobi iterations
z n . t s F t , y n . t , y ny1. t , y n . a t , y ny1. a t , .  .  .  .  . .  .i i
z n . b t , z ny1. b t , 5.2 .  .  . .  . .
n . .  . n . . 0. . 0. .n s 1, 2, . . . , where z t s drdt y t , and y t and z t arei i i i
 .given. They correspond to the splitting functions F t, y, y, u, u, ¨ , ¨Ä Ä Äi
defined by
F t , y , y , u , u , ¨ , ¨ s f t , y , . . . , y , y , y , . . . , y ,Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .i i 1 iy1 i iq1 n
u , . . . , u , u , u , . . . , u , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ ,Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä1 iy1 i iq1 n 1 iy1 i iq1 n /
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i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Consider also the perturbed iterations
z n . t s F t , y n . t , y ny1. t , y n . a t , y ny1. a t , .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Äi i h h
z n . b t , z ny1. b t , 5.3 .  .  . .  .Ä Ä .h
n . .  . n . . 0.n s 1, 2, . . . , z t s drdt y t , where z is an approximation toÄ Ä Äh h h
z 0. s z 0. and y 0. is an approximation to y 0. s y 0.. Assume that theÄ Ä Äh
approximations y ny1. and z ny1. to y ny1. and z ny1. are already com-Ä Ä Ä Äi, h i, h i i
puted and stored on the grid
a s t ny1. - t ny1. - ??? - t ny1.ny1. s bi , 0 i , 1 i , Ni
and that sufficiently accurate interpolation formulas are given to compute
ny1. . ny1. .y t and z t between the grid points. We will describe how toÄ Äi, h i, h
compute the approximations y n . and z n . to the next iterations y n . andÄ Ä Äi, h i, h i
z n .. We will use for this purpose the code SNDDELM for the numericalÄi
solution of neutral delay differential equations which was developed by Lo
w x w xand Jackiewicz 22 and described in 21 and in the appendix to a recent
w xbook by Kuang 17 . This is a variable steprvariable order algorithm based
on the variable step formulation of Adams]Bashforth Adams]Moulton
 .formulas of strong order p for 1.1 , where p ranges from 1 to 12. The
computed approximations y n . and z n . to y n . and z n . are stored inÄ Ä Ä Äh h
divided difference form. This representation allows for efficient and stable
computation of the coefficients of the underlying Adams formulas from
simple recursions. The method is implemented in PEICEI mode with local
extrapolation, where the predictor step P uses the Adams]Bashforth
method of strong order p and the corrector step C and interpolation step
I uses the Adams]Moulton method of strong order p. This leads to the
w xoverall method of order p which, as explained in 10 , possesses one term
in the asymptotic expansions of global discretization errors. This allows us
to obtain asymptotically correct estimates E , E , E , and E ofpy2 py1 p pq1
local discretization errors corresponding to methods of orders p y 2,
p y 1, p, and p q 1. The estimates E , E , and E can be computedpy2 py1 p
without any extra function evaluations using approximations already com-
puted in the code. The computation of E involves one extra functionpq1
evaluation. These estimates are used to control the stepsize and order of
w xthe algorithm. We refer to 21 for a complete description of this algorithm
and underlying theoretical analysis.
Since, in general, the iterates y n ., y n ., z n ., and z n . are for smallÄ Ä
indices n quite far from y and y9 it is not necessary in such a case to
compute y n . and z n . to a high precision but only to an accuracyÄ Äh h
5 n . 5 5 n . 5comparable to the errors y y y and z y z . Since these errorst t
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n . . can be bounded by a quantity proportional to s t compare Theorem
. n . .  .1 , where s t is defined by 2.7 , it seems to be reasonable to choose a
tolerance TOLn . defined by
TOLn . s max TOL, s n . b 5.4 .  . .
to control the stepsize and the order of the algorithm while computing y n .Äh
and z n .. Here TOL is the tolerance related to the desired accuracy. Theh
tolerance TOLn . is quite large for small n and becomes smaller as n
5 n . 5 5 n . 5increases and the errors y y y and z y z decrease, and ulti-t t
mately assumes the value TOL.
We iterate until there is no significant further change in the differences
5 n . ny1. 5 5 n . ny1. 5between the two successive iterations y y y and z y zÄ Ä Ä Ät th h h h
and define y s y n . and z s z n .. Alternatively, we could iterate untilÄ Äh h h h
n . ny1. n .y y y F D* TOL exp D* b y a . .Ä Äh h t
and
n . ny1. n .z y z F E* TOL exp D* b y a , . .Ä Äh h t
where the constants D* and E* are defined in the proof of Theorem 8.
However, these constants are difficult to determine a priori and the first
strategy is much simpler and quite satisfactory in practice.
To compute y n . and z n ., i s 1, 2, . . . , n, we apply the code SNDDELMÄ Äi, h i, h
n .  .  .with the tolerance TOL defined by 5.4 to the system 5.3 in which all
equations are independent of each other. Observe that the functions Fi
 . ny1. . ny1.  ..appearing on the right hand side of 5.3 depend on y t , y a t ,Ä Äh h
ny1.  ..and z b t which were computed by the same code in the previousÄh
step corresponding to the iteration index n y 1 ) 0. At the next step
corresponding to the iteration index n we generate the grids
a s t n . - t n . - ??? - t n .n . s bi , 0 i , 1 i , Ni
which, in general, differ from t ny1., i s 1, 2, . . . , n, j s 0, 1, . . . , N ny1.. Toi, j i
 .compute the right hand sides of 5.3 it is necessary to provide approxima-
ny1. n .. ny1.  n ... ny1.  n ...tions y t , y a t and z b t , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, j sÄ Ä Äi, h i, j i, h i i, j i, h i i, j
0, 1, . . . , N n ., and, as mentioned above, this is done by interpolation ofi
sufficiently high order. Such interpolation routines are integral parts of
w xour code. We refer again to 21 for their complete description and
analysis.
It has been observed in the context of ordinary differential equations
that the ordering of equations strongly affects the number of iterations
 w xrequired to achieve convergence compare 15, 33, 34 . Although there are
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some guidelines which often lead to good ordering, the determination of
an optimal ordering for arbitrary systems is a very difficult problem and no
attempt is made to address it in this paper.
 .The continuous-time Gauss]Jacobi iterations 5.2 decouple the system
 .  .5.1 into one-dimensional equations blocks . In practice, when the dimen-
sion of the system is large, it may be advantageous to partition the system
into subsystems of dimension larger than one and apply blockwise itera-
tion. These blocks should be chosen in such a way that computational
effort of each iteration is approximately the same for each subsystem. The
experience gathered for systems of differential and algebraic-differential
equations indicates that it is a good strategy to merge tightly coupled
variables together. In practical application there may be a natural parti-
tioning which corresponds to the physical characteristics of the system
 w x w x. w xcompare 34 or 35 . We refer to Peterson and Mattison 31 for a survey
of various partitioning strategies in transient analysis circuit simulation.
Another important aspect of waveform relaxation is windowing, i.e.,
dividing the interval of integration into smaller intervals called windows,
 .on which the subsystems of 5.1 are solved in sequence. Although some
dynamic windowing strategies have been proposed in the literature on
 w x.waveform relaxation methods for differential systems see 34, 36 it is
probably fair to say that this process is not fully understood and more work
is needed in this area. In the numerical experiments presented in the next
section we will not attempt to determine the optimal size of the window
but divide the interval of integration into 1, 2, 4, or 8 subintervals and
monitor how this affects the cost of the computational process.
6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented the waveform relaxation algorithm described in
the previous section on a sequential computer and tested it on many
w xsystems of delay differential equations listed in 14 . We define speedup1
and speedup as the ratios2
F Fs s
speedup s , speedup s ,1 21 2F Fp p
where F is the number of function evaluations in a sequential implemen-s
tation of SNDDELM algorithm, F 1 is the number of function evaluationsp
of the most expensive component of the system, and F 2 is the totalp
number of function evaluations divided by the number of components.
These are, of course, theoretical speedups that would arise if each compo-
nent was handled by a different processor and communication time was
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not taken into account. Moreover, we assume that evaluation time of each
component is approximately the same. We present below the numerical
results for the following two systems.
 w x.EXAMPLE 1 Neves 29 .
yX t s y t y 1 q y t y 1 , .  .  .1 5 3
yX t s y t y 1 q y t y 0.5 , .  .  .2 1 2
yX t s y t y 1 q y t y 0.5 , .  .  .3 3 1
yX t s y t y 1 y t y 1 , .  .  .4 5 4
yX t s y t y 1 , .  .5 1
w xt g 0, 1 . Initial conditions:
y t s y t s y t s exp t q 1 , .  .  .  .1 4 5
y t s exp t q 0.5 , .  .2
y t s sin t q 1 , .  .3
w xt g y1, 0 .
Exact solution:
w xy t s exp t y cos t q e, t g 0, 1 , .  .  .1
w x¡2 exp t q exp 0.5 y 2, t g 0, 0.5 , .  .~exp t q 2 exp t y 0.5 q t exp 0.5 .  .  .y t s .2 ¢ w xy2 t q 1.5 exp 0.5 y 3, t g 0.5, 1 , .
¡exp t q 0.5 y cos t q 1 .  .
w xyexp 0.5 q sin 1 , t g 0, 0.5 , .  .~y t s .3 ycos t q exp t y 0.5 y sin t y 0.5 .  .  .¢ w xq t q 0.5 e y exp 0.5 q sin 1 , t g 0.5, 1 , .  .  .
w xy t s 0.5 exp 2 t y 0.5 q e, t g 0, 1 , .  .4
w xy 5 s exp t q e y 1, t g 0, 1 . .  .5
 w x.EXAMPLE 2 Banks and Kappel 1 .
yX t s 2 y t , .  .1 2
yX t s yy t q y t y 1 , .  .  .2 3 1
yX t s 2 y t y 1 , .  .3 2
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w xt g 0, 3 . Initial conditions:
w0, t g y1, 0 ,.y t s y t s y t s .  .  .1 2 3  1, t s 0.
Exact solution:
2 w x1 q 2 t y t , t g 0, 1 ,
y t s .1  w x2, t g 1, 3 ,
w x1 y t , t g 0, 1 ,
y t s .2  w x0, t g 1, 3 ,
w x¡1, t g 0, 1 ,
2~ w xy t s y2 q 4 t q t , t g 1, 2 , .3 ¢ w x2, t g 2, 3 .
 .Both examples as well as the others not presented here were solved for
four different tolerances TOL s 10y3, 10y6 , 10y9 , and 10y12 and for the
number of windows w s 1, 2, 4, or 8. All windows were chosen of equal
size; we did not attempt to choose their sizes adaptively since the tech-
niques for doing this seem not to be well understood at this time, even for
systems of ordinary differential equations. We present in Tables I and II
the absolute error AERR of the waveform relaxation algorithm at the end
of the interval of integration and theoretical speedup and speedup .1 2
The results presented in Table I are quite promising and indicate that
waveform relaxation algorithms may be faster in this case when imple-
mented on a parallel computer. On the other hand, the speedups pre-
sented in Table II are quite modest and probably the waveform relaxation
algorithm would be, in fact, slower if communication time were taken into
account. On some other examples, which are not presented here, the
results were even less promising than those in Table II. We observed,
however, they if we play a careful tolerance game trying to choose optimal
tolerance for each component of the problem, and if we choose carefully
the optimal number and sizes of windows, these theoretical speedups can
be improved considerably. We observed that more stringent iteration
tolerance should be used for loosely coupled problems. We also observed
that more windows should be utilized if the number of steps needed for
integration of smooth problems is large, and we should use a smaller
number of windows for problems with derivative discontinuities which
require a lot of step adjustment to restart the integration. We do not have
at this time the general purpose algorithms for choosing the optimal
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TABLE I
Example 1
TOL w AERR Speedup Speedup1 2
1 2.5E-2 3.05 5.67
y310 2 2.9E-2 2.53 5.02
4 2.6E-4 1.83 3.38
8 8.6E-3 1.81 2.32
1 1.0E-6 2.47 5.15
y610 2 1.1E-7 3.07 5.66
4 2.4E-4 2.68 5.07
8 1.0E-7 2.23 3.87
1 6.3E-9 2.73 4.10
y910 2 1.2E-9 3.42 5.46
4 5.3E-10 2.13 5.07
8 7.7E-11 2.46 4.66
1 6.7E-12 2.41 4.28
y1 210 2 3.2E-11 3.02 4.69
4 2.3E-10 3.79 6.45
8 2.4E-12 2.02 5.60
TABLE II
Example 2
TOL u AERR Speedup Speedup1 2
1 2.5E-3 1.18 1.38
y310 2 2.3E-3 1.29 1.34
4 4.26E-3 1.30 1.39
8 7.0E-3 1.06 1.37
1 1.9E-5 1.15 1.31
y610 2 6.7E-7 1.01 1.11
4 1.2E-6 1.17 1.39
8 7.5E-6 1.04 1.15
1 2.9E-7 1.49 1.68
y910 2 6.3E-9 1.08 1.21
4 2.9E-9 1.10 1.47
8 4.3E-9 0.96 1.29
1 4.5E-9 1.52 1.41
y1 210 2 2.8E-12 1.10 1.29
4 5.4E-12 1.04 1.50
8 4.1E-12 0.89 1.32
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iteration tolerance and optimal number and sizes of windows and these
topics will be the subject of future research. We also plan to investigate
the acceleration of convergence of waveform relaxation iterations for delay
differential systems. This was already examined in the context of ordinary
w xdifferential equations by Nevanlinna 28 and in the context of parabolic
w xpartial differential equations by Vandewalle 33 .
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